
In New Translation by Nicholas Rudall: Plays
for Performance Series
Nicholas Rudall's translation of Greek tragedies and comedies for his Plays
for Performance series has breathed new life into these ancient
masterpieces, making them accessible to modern audiences. With
faithfulness to the original texts, Rudall's translations capture the essence
of the plays while also adapting them for contemporary performance.
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Rudall's approach to translation is characterized by a deep understanding
of the original Greek language and culture, combined with a keen sense of
the demands of modern theater. He strives to create translations that are
both accurate and performable, allowing actors and directors to fully realize
the plays' potential on stage.

The Plays for Performance series has had a significant impact on theater
and education. The translations have been used in numerous professional
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and amateur productions, bringing these ancient plays to new generations
of audiences. They have also been widely adopted in schools and
universities, providing students with an accessible and engaging way to
learn about Greek drama.

The Significance of Rudall's Work

Rudall's translations have made a number of important contributions to the
field of classical theater.

Accuracy and Fidelity: Rudall's translations are faithful to the original
Greek texts, preserving the meaning and intent of the playwrights. He
takes great care to capture the nuances of the language, including the
use of metaphor, imagery, and poetic devices.

Performability: Rudall's translations are also highly performable,
allowing actors and directors to fully realize the plays' potential on
stage. He makes careful decisions about language and structure,
ensuring that the plays flow smoothly and are easy to speak and
understand.

Accessibility: Rudall's translations are accessible to a wide range of
audiences, from students to theater professionals. He uses clear and
concise language, avoiding unnecessary jargon or technical terms.
This makes his translations ideal for use in both educational and
performance settings.

In addition to these scholarly and artistic achievements, Rudall's work has
also had a significant impact on the teaching of Greek drama. His
translations have made these plays more accessible to students, providing



them with a valuable tool for learning about ancient Greek culture and
history.

The Impact of the Plays for Performance Series

The Plays for Performance series has had a profound impact on theater
and education. The translations have been used in numerous professional
and amateur productions, bringing these ancient plays to new generations
of audiences. They have also been widely adopted in schools and
universities, providing students with an accessible and engaging way to
learn about Greek drama.

Here are some specific examples of the impact of the series:

Professional Productions: Rudall's translations have been used in
professional productions at theaters across the country, including the
Royal National Theatre in London, the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis,
and the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. These productions have
brought these ancient plays to new audiences, providing a fresh
perspective on their relevance and power.

Amateur Productions: Rudall's translations have also been widely
used in amateur productions, from high school and college theater
groups to community theater companies. These productions have
given students and community members the opportunity to experience
these plays firsthand, deepening their understanding of Greek drama
and its enduring themes.

Educational Use: Rudall's translations have been adopted in schools
and universities across the country. They have been used in a variety
of courses, including Greek literature, theater, and history. These



translations have made Greek drama more accessible to students,
providing them with a valuable tool for learning about ancient Greek
culture and history.

The Plays for Performance series is a major contribution to the field of
classical theater. Rudall's translations are accurate, performable, and
accessible, making them an invaluable resource for actors, directors,
students, and teachers alike. The series has had a profound impact on
theater and education, bringing these ancient plays to new generations of
audiences and providing a deeper understanding of Greek culture and
history.
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